Most centralized web search engines currently beconu harder to catch up with the growing step of people's in formation need. Here, we present a fully distributed, col laborative peer· to-peer web search engine named Coopeer.
Introduction
It has become increasingly difficult to search for use ful information on the web, due to its large size and un structured nature. Researchers have developed many differ ent techniques to address thiS challenging problem oflocat ing relevant web information efficiently. The most conven tional example is Centralized Search Engine CCSE).
One major problem with CSEs is that they do not fa cilitate human user collaboration. which has potential for greatly improving web search quality and efficiency. An other major problem with CSEs is that they ignores com pletely the interests and preferences of users. Different users will be answered with a same list of results for a same query.
However, moving frOm a centralized paradigm towards a distributed one, brings in some advantages which cannot be exploited earlier. Briefl y. they are related to the fact that in fonnation has been collected. selected. stored and shared among users according to their interests.
In this paper. we propose a peer-ta-peer (P2P) ap.
proach for web searching, implemented in a system named 0·7803-8396-61041$20.00 © 2004 IEEE .
Coopeer. In Coopeer, information about web pages and user searching experiences is shared in a peer-ta-peer fashion.
Our proposal attempts to create a highly distributed system where each node stores a part of the web model used for in dexing and retrieving web resources in response to queries. All users share these partial models that globally create a consistent model for the web resource that is equivalent to its centralized counterpart.
System Overview
At the beginning. we give a description to the work fl ow of Coopeer. Launching a search run, the requestor forwards queries based on local indices which record the semantic content of remote peers . One may adjust the local index in terms of her own preference. Receiving a remote query. the local peer issues a local information retrieval. To facilitate the work, the query-based representation is introduced to in· dex documents. Based on query representation, cosine sim ilarities between documents and next queries can be given.
The documents whose similarities exceed a certain thresh old are considered to be relevant enough to queries. Receiv ing the returned results. the requestor ranks documents by considering both preference ofloca1 user and feedback from remote companions with Peer Rank algOrithm.
PeerRank
Enlightened by collaborative filtering and social voting, we present a novel PeerRank algorithm working in P2P net work. In fact, when a user raises a new request, it is likely that the same job has been ever done by a lot of other users for many times. The searching experience, such as ever used query terms and the evaluation of results, would be much helpful to the new requestor. However, neither term-frequency method [5] nor linkage method[2] utilizes the human searching experience. In part this is due to that the highly centralized search engines prefer those machine based methods. By contrast, in the Coopeer network, all the users are taken as a "Referrer Network". PeerRank deter mines page's relevance by examining a radiating network of "referrers". Documents with more referrers gain higher ranks. In short, PeerRank has following advantages:
(a) Collaboration of users. PeerRank has potential to ob tain better rank order, as collaborative evaluation of human users is much more precise than description of term fre quency or link amount.
(b) Prevention of spam. PeerRank makes a great im provement to prevent spam. since it is difficult to pretend evaluation from human users.
Query-based Representation
Coopeer uses a novel type of query-based representa tion based on the relevant words introduced by human users with a high profi ciency in their expertise domains. This is due to two thoughts that (a)tbe human users' queries are more accurate to describe the retrieved documents and Meanwhile, query-based invert index avoid most work in content-based inverted index,_such as term breaking. stop words removing and etc. This is benefit to local P2P soft ware and reducing user workload. [7] , consider file similarity in terms of a key space generated by a cryptographic bash.
Semantic
Users must know a file's key in order to retrieve it from the network. By contrast, Coopeer is there for those situ ations in which users don't know exactly which file they want.
Conclusions
This paper outlines a P2P search engine called Coopeer towards collaboration, humanization and personalization. There are three main features in Coopeer: (a)The integra tion of the users' subjective ratings to rank the results in a collaborative fashion; (b)The introduction of query�based representation for web pages by query terms instead of the elements in web contents; (c)Insertion of personalized fac tor for searching results by rouling in self-organized user community. These advantages are only possible in P2P net work where the information and cost is shared among all the members.
